
 

 

 
 
More than half of SA’s eligible 
schoolchildren are vaxxed up 
and ready to go, new figures 
show, but rates are slowing as 
schools gear up.   
 
On the eve of school returning 
for all students, SA Health data 
shows 77,063 children aged five 
to 11 have received their first 
Pfizer vaccination since January 
10.  
 
More than half of SA’s 148,253 
eligible youngsters are              
immunised, but rates have 
slowed.  
 
Over the past week, 5,344 kids 
were vaccinated, compared to 
21,000 in late January. 
 
Chief public health officer,       
Professor Nicola Spurrier, said 
she was encouraged by the 
numbers. 
 
“The importance of childhood 
vaccinations cannot be             
underestimated, in terms of     
protecting children against       
serious infectious diseases, now 
including Covid-19.”  
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Temporary teachers are on 
standby to fill gaps as all       
students return to classrooms 
on Monday. 
 
Drawn from the more than 4000 
temporary teachers in the           
education system, they will be 
needed if Covid-19 cases rise. 
 
“The next few weeks are going to 
be challenging, particularly with 
staffing,” department chief         
executive Rick Persse said. 
 
“We have set the system up to be 
nimble and responsive, with a 
pool of staff on standby to        
respond quickly to local issues.” 
 
The most recent data, from 
Thursday, showed 206 teachers 
and 174 support workers from the 
30,000-strong staff were absent 
due to Covid because they were 
infected, isolating or caring for 
someone. 
 
Among students there was a 
0.9% absentee rate due to Covid 
– equating to about 1500 of the 
173,000 students in government 
schools. 
 
Since school lessons started on 
February 2, students in reception 
and years 1, 7, 8 and 12 have 
been on campus, with the rest 
taught remotely. 
 

The staggered start aimed to  
reduce risks while Covid cases 
peaked statewide. 
 
When cases occur in a            
classroom, students are now     
encouraged to continue going to 
school unless they have         
symptoms. 
 
Remote learning lessons will now 
stop.  
 
Students who are isolating, but 
not sick, will be expected to work 
at home using the Our Learning 
SA website under guidance from 
their school.  
 

More 

The Last Of SA’s Students Return To The Classroom More Than Half Of Kids Vaxxed 

This week’s stories from the media 
 

• The last of SA’s students return to the classroom 

• More than half of state’s school children are vaxxed 

• New mental health service in schools 

• Covid shuts 4 classrooms 

• Student happiness linked to higher NAPLAN results 

• Children’s books still perpetuate outdated gender ideas 

SA’s parent body; supporting governing councils and public education 
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A pilot in South Australian public schools aims to 
improve the wellbeing of students by providing 
greater access to early intervention support when 
mental health concerns first emerge. 
 
Trained mental health practitioners will provide individual 
advice and support for children and young people with 
early signs of mental health concerns. They will then 
coordinate referrals to external services if required. 
 
They’ll also assist and check in on students experiencing 
more serious mental health issues when returning to 
school, and work with leaders, teachers and families. 
 
Minister for Education John Gardner said the Marshall 
Liberal Government is committed to improving outcomes 
for all South Australian children and young people. 
 
“For many people, mental health concerns become     
evident when they are young so it’s important schools 
are supported to respond when they emerge,” said     
Minister Gardner. 
 
More    

 
 
Education Department chief executive Rick Persse 
said four reception classes had closed with students 
sent home for a week at Mitcham Primary School, 
East Marden Primary School, Craigburn Primary 
School and Stirling North Primary School.   
 
“These are all actually reception classes where we’ve 
had sort of multiple cases,” Persse told ABC Radio.  
 
“With the prevalence of cases in a couple of these     
classrooms the decision’s been taken to close that   
classroom for four days and strongly recommend that 
parents have their children PCR tested so we look to be 
back in business face-to-face on Monday.” 
 
“The kids will have a test yesterday and or today and 
then another one on Friday or Saturday. Two negative 
results and we’re back to go.” 
 
“What’s actually happened is that the kids they’re really 
– they’re asymptomatic. They’ve got little or not         
symptoms.  
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New Mental Health Service In Schools Covid Shuts Four Classrooms 

“…The importance of childhood vaccinations cannot be                       

underestimated....” 

 
 
A new study has concluded that 
children’s books are still         
perpetuating outmoded and 
stereotypical gender roles, 
such as girls being passive and 
boys doing physical work and 
playing sport. 
 
The study concentrated on eight 
day care centres and found that 
roughly nine in ten of “frequently 
read books” at the centres were 
mainly told from the perspective of 
white males and largely excluded 
diverse characters. 
 
“Purely and simply this research 
shows there’s a lack of               
representation of boys and girls in 
non-traditional gender roles in 
these books.”  
 

Read more 

 
 
Students with a greater sense 
of wellbeing are far more likely 
to achieve a higher test score 
later in the school year.  
 
Researchers compared students' 
levels of perceived wellbeing with 
their NAPLAN test scores, which 
had been completed 7-8 months 
afterwards. 
 
Teenagers with no self-reported 
depression or anxiety achieved 
2.5 times higher on their reading 
scores, and three points higher on 
their maths scores, than those 
who did. 
 
"Our findings show that teaching 
for test scores isn't enough. There 
is great benefit when schools care 
about the head and the heart of 
their students.”  
 
Full Story  

In Scho 
 

The Term 1 edition of School 
Post coming soon! 

Happiness Linked To Grades Books Still Show Outdated Roles School Post 
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